ABOUT GOGO BUS SERVICES
 Port Blair and its surroundings has many popular tourist landmarks like
the historic Cellular Jail, pristine Carbyn’s Beach, Wandoor & Chidyatapu,
nestled in the tropical evergreen forest, marine drive studded with places
of interest like the Flag point, Marina Park, Fisheries Museum, Science
Centre etc., which attract the domestic as well as International tourists
round the year.
 In the absence of a reliable and dedicated bus service to cover such tourist
place of interest in a circuit, Tourist presently avail cab service which is an
expensive option.
 In order to provide a secure, comfortable and affordable public transport to
the tourists for visiting the maximum popular tourist attractions in and
around Port Blair, the Transport Department of Andaman & Nicobar
Administration has introduced a GO-GO (Get On-Get Off) bus services by
deploying Environment friendly Air Conditioned Electric Buses.
 The tourist destinations are being covered in GO-GO bus service in a halt
and go manner, wherein the bus service will be available at an internal of
every 30 minutes at every tourist landmark listed below:Destination









Bus Terminus
Cellular Jail
Fisheries Museum
Marina Park
Flag Point
Science Centre
Horn Bill Nest
Carby’s Cove

The service can be availed by daily ticket priced at Rs.150/- which
would enable the commuter to travel on that particular day on any of the
GO-GO Buses. The commuter can alight or board the bus at any point on
the route. Timing chart showing the arrival/departure of buses would be
displayed at all bus stops as well as buses so the tourists can plan their
journey/trip. Tickets can also be booked online.

SALIENT POINTS:


Air Conditioned Bus with air suspension.



Mobile Charging points for all seats.



TV display and music.



GPS enabled passenger information system.



Panic button.



Surveillance camera.



Zero tail pipe emission.



For a full day journey Rs. 150/- fare per passenger.



Tourist can get on and get off at any location on the circuit.



Bus available every half an hour.

For booking and enquiry please contact- 03192 234660/232278
****

